Australian Development Investments (ADI) is Australia’s AUD250 million impact investment fund. ADI greatly expands the Australian Government’s capacity to mobilise private sector investment to expand small and medium enterprises in the Indo-Pacific region to drive climate and gender outcomes. ADI provides early stage and concessional investment to impact investment funds. These funds in turn give critical early-stage finance to businesses in the Indo-Pacific. This finance helps these businesses to innovate, grow their employment, and deliver goods and services to their communities. By blending Official Development Assistance and private finance, ADI sends a powerful signal to the finance sector about the opportunities to generate financial returns and development impact in the region. As ADI expands it will focus on:

**Market building:** ADI’s investments will seek to grow the market by supporting new and emerging fund managers. It deploys early and concessional finance to help de-risk impact funds and crowd in greater sources of private capital.

**Development impact:** All ADI investments will deliver concrete and sustainable development or climate impact – issues increasingly at the forefront of investors’ minds.

**Connecting Australian investors to the region:** ADI will create investment pathways for Australian impact investment into the region, further strengthening the connection between Australia and Indo-Pacific countries.

ADI builds on the results of the Emerging Markets Impact Investment Fund (EMIIF) pilot, including:

- Mobilising 5 dollars from the private sector for every 1 dollar invested
- AUD175 million in additional salaries generated for workers
- AUD11 million in tax revenues for partner governments through the growth of businesses
- 10,737 jobs created, of which 42 per cent are for women
- 20,000 students with improved educational services
- 20,000 businesses with improved integration to agricultural supply chains
- over 1 million micro enterprises provided with finance.

EMIIF’s investments have so far supported a range of companies in Indonesia, Philippines, Thailand, Bangladesh, and Vietnam whose operations also have a development impact. For example, microfinance technology platform Amartha provides loans to unbanked female micro-entrepreneurs in rural areas of Indonesia. Its technology platform provides automated operations including borrower applications, data gathering, and credit scoring. The company has disbursed loans to over 500,000 individual borrowers in more than 10,000 villages.

EMIIF has demonstrated the high demand from the private sector to invest alongside Australian development finance. ADI builds on the lessons and successes of the EMIIF pilot with a significant increase in scale and profile.